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Abstract—A situational awareness system is essential to provide
accurate understanding of power system dynamics, such that
proper actions can be taken in real time in response to system
disturbances and to avoid cascading blackouts. Event analysis
has been an important component in any situational awareness
system. However, most state-of-the-art techniques can only handle
single event analysis. This paper tackles the challenging problem
of multiple event detection and recognition. We propose a new
conceptual framework, referred to as event unmixing, where we
consider real-world events mixtures of more than one constituent
root event. This concept is a key enabler for analysis of events to
go beyond what are immediately detectable in a system, providing
high-resolution data understanding at a finer scale. We interpret
the event formation process from a linear mixing perspective and
propose an innovative nonnegative sparse event unmixing (NSEU)
algorithm for multiple event separation and temporal localization.
The proposed framework has been evaluated using both PSS/E
simulated cases and real event cases collected from the frequency
disturbance recorders (FDRs) of the Frequency Monitoring
Network (FNET). The experimental results demonstrate that the
framework is reliable to detect and recognize multiple cascading
events as well as their time of occurrence with high accuracy.
Index Terms—Event detection and recognition, linear unmixing,
nonnegative sparsity constraint, power grid, wide-area situational
awareness.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

T has become essential that wide-area situational awareness (WASA) systems can enable the monitoring of bulk
power systems and provide critical information for understanding and responding to power system disturbances and
cascading blackouts. Work first began in the 1980s on closely
synchronized measurements that would allow direct measurement of voltage phase angle at transmission level. As a result,
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Phasor Measurement Units (PMU) [1], [2] have been gradually
installed in substations that measure phasors at high voltage
levels. As a member of the PMU family, the Frequency Disturbance Recorder (FDR) was developed at Virginia Tech in 2003.
The FDR collects instantaneous voltage phasor and frequency
measurements at low-voltage distribution level using ordinary
120-V wall outlets. It then transmits the measured frequency
data remotely via the Internet. Based on these low-cost FDRs,
a US-wide Frequency Monitoring Network (FNET) has been
implemented [3]–[5]. FNET serves the entire North American
power grid through advanced situational awareness techniques,
including, for example, real-time event alert, accurate event
location estimation, animated event visualization, and post
event analysis [6].
When an event occurs in a power grid, a sudden imbalance
between generation and load consumption causes frequency
changes within the system that can be used as an indicator for
event disturbance. There have been a couple of works reported
so far conducting event analysis using data collected from
FNET [6]–[11]. Although successful, these state-of-the-art
techniques can only handle disturbances caused by a single
event. If multiple cascading events are involved, existing techniques can only detect frequency disturbances caused by the
initial event, and the frequency disturbances from successive
events might be overshadowed by continued frequency fluctuation from the initial event. The system disturbance reports from
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)
[12] have made it obvious that major disturbances typically
involve a number of unlikely, unplanned events. When multiple
events occur in cascading fashion, the electromechanical waves
generated will interfere with each other, and the measurement
taken at a FDR would more than likely be a “mixture” of
multiple frequency signals. Thus, how to determine the number
of events that occurred and identify the types of events that
occurred with precise estimation of occurring time using simply
the observed mixture is a very challenging problem.
In this paper, we focus on the problem of multiple events detection, recognition, and temporal localization. The main contributions of the paper are threefold: 1) the formulation of the multiple event analysis problem using a linear mixing model, 2) the
construction of the signature dictionary that incorporates temporal information to reflect the event dynamics in power grid,
and 3) the validation of the proposed approaches using extensive simulations and real case studies.
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Fig. 1. Four categories of typical root events in power grid. (a) Generator trip. (b) Load shedding. (c) Line trips. (d) Oscillation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
formulates the event unmixing problem. Section III explains
the rationale behind the linear mixing model. Section IV elaborates on the construction of the root event signature dictionary.
Section V describes the nonnegative sparsity constrained unmixing algorithm and detection strategies. Sections VI and VII
conduct performance evaluation using both simulated cases
produced by PSS/E and real multiple event data recorded from
FNET. Finally, we conclude the paper and discuss future work
in Section VIII.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Mixed measurements are frequently encountered in realworld applications. Because of the resolution issue associated
with discrete sampling and the effect of unknown sources,
the measurements can rarely be pure. The existence of mixed
measurements has brought the decomposition or unmixing
techniques to a wide array of applications. For example, in the
field of remote sensing, due to the large footprint, a single pixel
usually covers more than one type of ground constituent. Thus,
the measured spectrum at a single pixel is a mixture of several
ground cover spectra, where the pixel unmixing technique has
been applied to subpixel object quantification [13], mineral
identification [14], area estimation [15], etc. Another emerging
application is in biological microscopy where multispectral
fluorescence microscopy is analyzed to discriminate different
co-localized fluorescent molecules with highly overlapping
spectra [16]. Using common microscopy methods, the number
of molecules that can be detected simultaneously is limited by

both spectral and spatial overlap. These issues can be tackled
by applying linear unmixing, which extends the possibilities
to distinguish multiple proteins, organelles or functions within
a single cell [17].
Similar to the ubiquitous existence of mixed measurements,
events might not occur in a pure and isolated fashion, especially
in power grid. Taking the major U.S. western blackout in 1996
as an example, at the very beginning of the blackout, two parallel lines were tripped due to a fault and mis-operation of the
protective equipment, and consequently some generation was
tripped as a special protection system (SPS) response. Then, a
third line was disconnected due to bad connectors in a distance
relay. After about 20 seconds of these events, the last straw
of the collapse occurred when the Mill Creek -Antelope line
tripped due to an undesired operation of a protective relay. After
this line trip, the system collapsed within three seconds. Therefore, to be able to provide high-resolution understanding of the
power system dynamics, it is very essential to perform multiple
event analysis.
Typical power system disturbances fall into one of the four
categories, including generator trip (GT), load shedding (LS),
line trip (LT), and oscillation (OS), which we refer to as the
“root events” or “pure events”. See Fig. 1 for the frequency
variation patterns when each of the root events occurs. Denote
the frequency signal collected at a FDR as (also referred to
as the measured signal) and the frequency variation pattern of
each root event as (also referred to as the source signal). We
propose a new conceptual framework for the study of multiple
event analysis, where we consider the disturbances sensed at
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each FDR, , as a linear mixture of a limited number of root
events . The formulation can thus be expressed as
(1)
where
is the measured mixture and is the number of
measurements corresponding to the time over which an event
is measured.
is the root event signature dictionary
whose columns,
, correspond to different pattern
profiles of root events, and is the mixing coefficient vector.
The possible error and noise are taken into account by the -dimensional column vector . This concept is the key to accurate
event analysis that goes beyond immediately detectable information in a system and uncovers the true cause(s) of multiple
cascading events. To realize this framework, however, we have
to answer the following questions.
1) Is it valid to use a linear mixing model to formulate the
mixture sensed at a FDR?
2) How can one obtain the profiles of root events given the
complexity and dynamic nature of the power grid?
3) How can one incorporate the different starting times of
cascading root events in the construction of ? and
4) How can one solve for event detection and recognition
purposes in an on-line fashion?
We defer the discussions of the first issue to Section III and
the second issue to Section IV. To resolve the other two issues,
we construct an overcomplete signature dictionary to incorporate pattern profiles of various types of root events as well as
temporal information on how events cascade. In this way we can
simultaneously detect event type and event starting time in one
unmixing procedure. In addition, since the number of events is
much less than the number of pattern profiles in the dictionary,
the “sparsity” enforced on the coefficient vector becomes an
appropriate constraint that not only reduces the solution space,
making the problem well-posed, but it also helps in the identification of event type and precise starting time. The sparse representation of the measured mixture is achieved through solving
an -regularized least squares problem, which can be done efficiently through convex optimization.
To further improve the robustness, we also enforce the
“nonnegativity” constraint on the coefficient vector . There
are two reasons for adding this constraint: first, from the energy
perspective, physical laws govern the power flow in a grid
where the mixture of electromechanical waves generated by
multiple disturbances should be only an additive combination
of the constituent components; second, since generator trips
generally cause a decrease in frequency while load sheddings
generally cause an increase in frequency, the nonnegativity
constraint on is especially helpful to eliminate error cases
where a load shedding event is mistakenly recognized as a
generator trip in the reverse way.
Based on the discussion above, we mathematically formulate
the event unmixing problem as below:
(2)
represents -norm, which is defined as the number
where
of non-zero entries in vector . The proposed cost function

Fig. 2. Demonstration of validity of the linear mixing model. Top: frequency
signals of two single events. Bottom: frequency signals of simulated multiple
events and additive combination of the two single events.

consists of two components with one measuring approximation error of the linear mixing model (i.e.,
) and the
other measuring sparsity of the coefficient vector, . We refer
to the proposed algorithm as nonnegative sparse event unmixing
(NSEU) for detection, recognition, and temporal localization of
multiple cascading events in power grid. In the following sections, we will discuss solutions to the four questions raised in
this section.
III. LINEAR MIXING MODEL
In a power grid, since the total frequency change is proportional to the total generation/load loss [18], it is reasonable to
approximate the mixture of frequency signals as a linear addition of frequency signals caused by each individual event.
We validate the linearity of the mixing process through two
experiments carried out using the PSS/E simulation. PSS/E is a
commercial software for simulating, analyzing, and optimizing
power system performance based on concrete system configuration, thus it can precisely reflect the dynamics of a real system.
In the first experiment, we conduct two simulations, Simu1
and Simu2. In Simu1, a generator producing 110 MW power
is tripped (GT1) at the 10th second, producing the frequency
signal with about
’s frequency drop. In Simu2,
a generator producing 778 MW power is tripped (GT2) at the
30th second, producing the frequency signal
with about
’s frequency drop. In the second experiment, we
conduct only one simulation, Simu3, where the two generator
trips are programmed as two cascading events occurred at the
10th and the 30th second, sequentially, producing the frequency
signal . The validation is to see if
approximates
. As shown in Fig. 2, the top sub-figure displays measured
signals from the two single events,
and , and the bottom
sub-figure compares measured signal
and summation of
. It is easily observed that
accurately approximates
with the root mean squared error (RMSE) being only
.
Therefore, it is reasonable to formulate the measured mixture
at a FDR using a linear mixing model. The effectiveness of the
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model will be further demonstrated using both simulated and
real case studies, as discussed in Sections VI and VII.
IV. SIGNATURE DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION
Both the second and the third questions raised in Section II
regarding the formulation of event unmixing are related to construction of the root event signature dictionary . The dictionary
construction involves two steps. First, the root event patterns
are learned from the training data previously collected from
FDRs recording disturbances experienced during single events.
Second, temporal information (i.e., event starting time) is incorporated into dictionary by augmentation and padding with the
learned root event patterns.
A. Learning Root Event Patterns
As mentioned in Section II, typical power system disturbances (events) fall into one of four categories, including
generator trip (GT), load shedding (LS, or load drop), line
trip (LT), and oscillation (OS). As described in [8], [19], [20],
events of the same category generally share similar characteristics. For example, a generation trip always starts with a rapid
frequency drop while a load shedding always starts with a frequency increase. Meanwhile, events of the same category also
contain a certain degree of differences because of the different
setups of intrinsic parameters, including power flow output,
consumption, etc. It is impractical to include every single event
pattern in the dictionary which would affect the performance of
online processing, especially for large-scale systems, like the
power grid. We, instead, resort to machine learning approaches
to find a representative set of root event patterns for each event
category. Hereinafter, we refer to these root event patterns as
“root-patterns”.
There are various methods that can be adopted for learning
the root-patterns, including, for example, K-means clustering
and dictionary learning [21], [22]. The K-means clustering is
chosen in order to preserve the physical meaning of each element (or column) of the dictionary such that it represents a
signature profile of an actual root-pattern, facilitating the event
detection and recognition process. Given a set of single event
observations
of the same event category collected from either recordings of a real system (e.g., FNET) or
simulation, K-means clustering aims to partition the observations into
subsets, so as to minimize the within-cluster
sum-of-squares error:
(3)
refers to the set of learned rootwhere
patterns and
is the centroid of cluster . Notice that before performing K-means clustering on
, each
vector should be normalized to have unit -norm, such that
the scale ambiguity [23], [24] in learning root-patterns is eliminated. In addition, when performing K-means clustering, instead of directly using the mean vectors as cluster centroids, we
select the nearest observation
as the cluster centroid for the
th cluster in the final loop. In this way, the learned root-patterns
are closer to real data.
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In the context of this paper, we expect to detect and recognize
three different types of events, i.e., GT, LS, and LT. If we set
for K-means clustering, then the number of root-patterns
will be
.
B. Incorporating the Temporal Information
After learning the set of root-patterns from each category, the
next step is to incorporate the temporal information into construction of the root event signature dictionary, . We refer to
each column of that already embeds temporal information as
the “temporal root-pattern”. The reason for doing this is that any
event, be it single or consisting of cascading events, can start at
any time and can last for a different period of time. To ensure
that the unmixing algorithm always captures the entire duration
of the root event for better recognition accuracy, the dictionary
needs to contain the root-patterns starting at all possible times.
Another reason for doing this is such that we obtain an overcomplete dictionary and the sparsity constraint would enable extraction of only a few large valued non-zero mixing coefficients in
, reducing the false-alarm rate. In the following, we detail the
construction process of the temporal root-patterns.
Suppose the root-patterns last for at most seconds and the
sampling frequency is , then each root-pattern would have
samples. For an observation vector acquired from a FDR
that lasts for seconds, it can have
samples starting from
the pre-event steady state, like 60 Hz, to the post-event steady
state. The dimension of
is always larger than or equal to
that of
since
is always true, i.e., a multiple-event
observation always consists of at least one root event.
From the temporal perspective, each root-pattern can start at
all possible sample points from the first one to the
th
during the time period . To obtain the temporal root-patterns,
we construct
number of profiles for each rootpattern by shifting it from the first sample to the
th sample. For instance, denote a root-pattern as
,
. If we want to construct one temporal root-pattern
,
occurring at the th sample point for
, then
can be calculated as:
for
for
(4)
where
,
is the Dirac delta function
and denotes the convolution process. Because we only analyze frequency fluctuation of the signal for event unmixing purpose, the starting value of
is 0 Hz (by removing the base
frequency 60 Hz). Therefore, the function of (4) actually pads
the samples before the selected th sample with zero and the
samples beyond
with tail stable value of
to
form a temporal root-pattern. The whole formation of a group
of temporal root-patterns from one root-pattern is illustrated in
Fig. 3.
V. NONNEGATIVE SPARSE LINEAR UNMIXING
Once we have constructed the overcomplete dictionary , we
can apply it to estimate the coefficient vector and use for
event detection—coefficients of non-zero value indicate that the
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Fig. 3. Example: Shifting and padding one root-pattern to be “temporal root-patterns”, bottom-left: one root-pattern, top: temporal root-patterns with different
starting time, bottom-right: a set of temporal root-patterns to be contained in dictionary .

corresponding temporal root-pattern in the dictionary should be
used to reconstruct the observation mixture, . Since the temporal root-pattern indicates event’s pattern occurred at a certain
time, by deriving , we can detect existence of multiple cascading events as well as their temporal locations (or starting
time). Given the overcomplete dictionary, traditional methods
for coefficient estimation such as the Fully Constrained Least
Squares (FCLS) [25] or the Nonnegatively Constrained Least
Squares (NCLS) [26] would not work, since the estimated coefficient by FCLS or NCLS may have non-zero values on each
root-pattern which would not serve as suitable methods for detection purposes. Recall that the number of constituent events
involved in a cascading incident is generally small.
On the other hand, recent developments on sparse coding
techniques [27]–[29] would provide good solution to the proposed NSEU algorithm in (2). The sparse coefficient vector produced by sparse coding is confined by the sparsity constraint that
only a few elements of the vector are non-zero, indicating that
only a few temporal root-patterns would be utilized to reconstruct the original signal . In the application of event detection, it is equivalent to say that only a limited number of events
have occurred. Although the sparse optimization problem in
(2) is NP-hard in general, Donoho [30] suggested that as long
as the desired coefficient vector is sufficiently sparse, it can
be efficiently recovered by instead minimizing the -norm, as
follows:
(5)
Equation (5) can also be expressed as
(6)
where balances the sparsity of the solution and the fidelity
of the approximation to . The “feature-sign search algorithm”
in [29] is revised to solve this sparse coding problem with the
nonnegativity constraint added.

Event detection is mainly based on studying the non-zero coefficients in the sparse coefficient vector, , as each coefficient
corresponds to the weight of each atom (or column vector in the
dictionary) in forming the observation vector . The larger the
coefficient, the more contribution the root event has in making
the mixture. We apply an empirically-determined threshold on
where coefficients above the threshold would correspond to
the temporal root-patterns that occurred at a certain time.
VI. EVALUATION WITH SIMULATED DATA
This section conducts a series of experiments to demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed NSEU algorithm using simulated data. The simulations are done on a small synthetic power
grid model “savnw” using the software “Power System Simulator for Engineering (PSS/E)” [31]. The grid model “savnw” is
an example bench case supplied with PSS/E, whose configuration is illustrated in Fig. 4. As shown in the figure, the model
includes 6 generators, 17 branch lines, 7 loads, and 21 buses.
Each type of single event will cause the system to arrive at a
new steady state within 30 seconds. We thus use 30-second frequency fluctuation of single event for learning root-patterns. Because this power grid model is quite small, we simply select 4
generator trips (GT) and 1 load shedding (LS) as root-patterns.
As for line trips (LT), we apply the K-means method to extract
5 root-patterns using the training data collected from 17 lines.
Since we have not collected data with oscillation, we omit the
oscillation event for simplicity.
The dictionary is thus built based on the 10 extracted rootpatterns. Suppose a multiple event case would last for 40 seconds and the sampling rate is set to 60 Hz, the dictionary will
then include
temporal rootpatterns. We also can improve the on-line performance by decreasing the number of temporal root-patterns in by shifting
at every two or more samples, at the sacrifice of losing a bit of
temporal localization accuracy. In each test, the regularization
parameter of NSEU is selected as
and the threshold is
selected as 0.034.
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Fig. 4. Configuration of the synthetic power grid model, “savnw”, in PSS/E. This grid model “savnw” is an example bench case model supplied with PSS/E.
It includes 6 generators, 17 branch lines, 7 loads, and 21 buses. All the simulated cases are produced by manually generating events in this grid model.

Based on the grid model “savnw”, we have conducted experiments on 8 cases of single event (S1C), 10 cases of multiple
event with two constituent components (M2C), and 5 cases of
multiple event with three constituent components (M3C). We
use four metrics to measure performance, including detection
accuracy, false alarm rate, root-pattern recognition rate (R-P
Recog), and occurrence time deviation from the ground truth
(OT-Deviation), as shown in Table I.
Both detection accuracy and false alarm rate are used to evaluate detection performance of the NSEU algorithm. The detection accuracy calculates the ratio between the number of correctly detected root events and the number of total root events
according to the ground truth. The false alarm rate calculates
the ratio between the number of detected root events not re-

TABLE I
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON SIMULATED EVENT CASES

ally happen and the total number of root events according to the
ground truth. As indicated in Table I, we can find that the proposed NSEU algorithm can detect all constituent events with
100% accuracy while with very low rate of false alarms.
The root-pattern recognition rate (R-P Recog) is used to evaluate the recognition performance. It calculates the ratio between
the number of correctly identified events (i.e., events with cor-
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VII. EVALUATION WITH REAL EVENT DATA
For evaluation with real event cases, we take the same strategies as used for experiments on simulated cases. However, the
root-patterns utilized are learned from real data collected from
both US-wide FNET (generator trip and load shedding events)
and PSS/E (the line trip events).
A. Event Data and Preprocessing

Fig. 5. Simulated multiple-event of LT154-3008 at 1 s, LT151-201 at 8 s and
GT3018 at 15 s, top: unmixed coefficients with events starting time, middle:
original and reconstructed signal, bottom: event type classification indicates
three events are from root-patterns 8&6&4, and ground truth is marked with
black squares.

rect type of root-pattern) and the number of correctly detected
events. Table I indicates the averaged root-pattern recognition
rates are very high.
The deviation between the detected occurring time and the
ground truth (OT-Deviation) is used to evaluate the temporal
localization performance. As shown in Table I, the averaged
OT-Deviation values are all very small, indicating the high accuracy of temporal localization.
In addition, the results also show that the NSEU algorithm
has strong capability of signal reconstruction based on the linear
mixing model, where the averaged reconstruction MSE of the
23 example cases is
.
We also visually show one simulated example case of three
cascading events: LT 154-3008, LT 151-201, and GT 3018 occurring at the 1st, 8th, and 15th second, respectively, with a
recording length of 50 s. The frequency recording from a randomly selected bus is used to simulate data collected from an
FDR. The unmixing results using the proposed NSEU are shown
in Fig. 5. From the top sub-figure, we clearly see that there are
three events above the detection threshold that occurred around
1.03 s, 8.04 s, and 15.05 s, respectively. The reconstructed signal
shown in the middle sub-figure resembles the original input
signal with just very small deviation. In the bottom sub-figure,
we sum up all the coefficients that belong to the same root-pattern for recognition purpose, in order to identify what type of
event has occurred. The indices for root-pattern 1 4, 5 9,
10 represent generator trip, line trip, and load shedding, respectively, and the indices with black square is the ground truth.
From this detection result we know that the first two events are
line trips and the third event is a generator trip, which is exactly
what happened according to the ground truth.

Three real event cases are used for evaluation.
Case 1) A single event (generator trip) happened at a power
plant on May 30, 2006, as shown in Fig. 6 (Left).
We use the first 50-second data (which is provided
at 0.1 s interval for a total of 500 samples). 10 FDRs
at different locations are used for checking the detection repeatability.
Case 2) A multiple-event case (a generator trip and a line
trip) happened at Surry, VA on February 2, 2011, as
shown in Fig. 6 (Middle). We use the first 50-second
data and 18 FDRs are used for checking the detection repeatability.
Case 3) A multiple-event case that happened on August 4,
2007, comprised of multiple single-line-to-ground
faults on a 765-kV line and generator trip at two locations. The Eastern Interconnection frequency thus
dropped from 60 to 59.864 Hz, as shown in Fig. 6
(Right). We use the first 60-second data because
major events occurred in this period of frequency
transition (from stable state 60 Hz to the next stable
59.864 Hz) for event detection purpose. 18 FDRs at
different locations are used for checking the detection repeatability.
Before applying the NSEU algorithm to detect each constituent event, it is necessary to eliminate noises in the frequency
data. There are, in general, two kinds of noises reside in a frequency signal, including white noise and impulsive noise.
Elimination of these two kinds of noises is an intricate process
[32]. We adopt the adaptive median filter designed in [7] for
noise removal. Fig. 7 shows an example of the filtering effect.
We observe that the filter successfully removed white noise
and spikes in original frequency signal, preventing possible
detection error caused by undesired noises.
B. Root-Pattern Learning
1) Training Case Selection: In order to select appropriate
training cases, real data obtained from FNET and simulated data
from PSS/E are used for learning. As described in [20], significant time was devoted for selecting the training cases. In the
United States, the power system is divided into the Eastern (EI),
Western (WECC), and Texas (ERCOT) interconnections, which
are not synchronized with each other.
First, data from individual generation trip and load shedding
events are retrieved from the FNET database [33]. Since FNET
does not currently detect line trips, there is no entries or corresponding data for this event type. PSS/E was instead used to
perform time-domain simulations of line trips. A 16,000-bus
model of the Eastern Interconnection was used for simulations.
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Fig. 6. Frequency plot of three real event example cases. Left, Case 1: single event of a GT (10 FDR signals); Middle, Case 2: multiple events of one GT with
one LT (18 FDR signals); Right, Case 3: multiple events of two GTs and two or three LTs (18 FDR signals).

TABLE III
EVENT DETECTION RESULTS FOR CASE 1. ONE GENERATOR TRIP ACTUALLY
HAPPENED IN THIS REAL EVENT. ALL THE FDRS SUCCESSFULLY DETECTED
THE GENERATOR TRIP

Fig. 7. Result of applying the adaptive median filter on a signal collected from
the FDR 14 of Case 3. The filter successfully removed white noise and spikes,
especially the large spike around the 32th second.

TABLE IV
EVENT DETECTION RESULTS FOR CASE 2. ONE GENERATOR TRIP AND ONE
LINE TRIP ACTUALLY HAPPENED IN THIS REAL EVENT. ALL THE FDRS
SUCCESSFULLY DETECTED ONE GENERATOR TRIP (ROOT-PATTERN 6) AND
ONE LINE TRIP (ROOT-PATTERN 8 OR 12)

TABLE II
BREAKDOWN OF TRAINING CASE EVENT TYPES

Approximately 75 buses corresponding to actual FDRs were selected as measurement points, and lines adjacent to these buses
were tripped one at a time. A 20-second simulation was performed in each case, with measurement points being saved at
0.1-second intervals to match the reporting rate used by FDRs.
Finally, all the data selected from different sources for training
is shown in Table II.
2) K-Means: Next, K-means clustering algorithm is used for
root-pattern learning. We also used the adaptive median filter to
preprocess the training data before applying K-means. We set
and six root-patterns are learned for each of the three
event categories. As shown in Fig. 8, each root-pattern has 200
data entries standing for 20 s data with 0.1 s interval. From this
result we can confirm that the learned root event patterns of
each category indeed share similar characteristics with a certain degree of difference, as explained in Section IV-A. Other
clustering algorithms, such as expectation-maximization (EM)
or Dirichlet Process (DP) may be used for clustering as well,
however, those algorithms produce similar results.
C. Detection Result
The learned root-patterns from K-means are used to construct
temporal root-patterns to form the dictionary . We set the detection threshold as 0.04. That is, a temporal root-pattern will
be selected if the value of its corresponding coefficient is above
the threshold.
1) Case 1: Recall that case 1 is a single event case. The
detection results, as shown in Table III, indicate that the NSEU
algorithm successfully detected a single generator trip of root-

pattern 1 from each signal of 10 FDRs at different locations
without any false alarm.
2) Case 2: It is a multiple-event case with one generator trip
followed by one line trip. The detection results are shown in
Table IV. All of the signals from 18 FDRs successfully detected
one generator trip from root-pattern 6 and one line trip, although
the detected line trip may be from either root-pattern 8 or 12.
This maybe because the line trip’s root-patterns learned based
on PSS/E simulations can not reflect very well the behavior of
real line trip events.
3) Case 3: Case 3 is another multiple-event case with two
generator trips and possibly two or three line trips involved,
thus it is more complicated than cases 1 and 2. The detection
results are shown in Table V. The results show that the NSEU
algorithm successfully detected two generator trips from 16 out
of 18 FDRs and two line trips from 17 FDRs without any false
alarms. An example of the detected root-patterns and the reconstructed signal from FDR 14 are shown in Fig. 9. From the top
sub-figure of sparse coefficients, it is clear that the algorithm
detects two generator trips and two line trips correctly. The reconstructed signal in the middle sub-figure is also very close to
the original signal.
This result further confirms that the NSEU algorithm can
not only correctly detect single event, but it also can handle
multiple cascading events with accurate temporal localization.
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Fig. 8. K-means clustering results for root-pattern learning (all the patterns above are normalized after remove their mean value).
TABLE V
EVENT DETECTION RESULTS FOR CASE 3. TWO GENERATOR TRIPS AND
MULTIPLE LINE TRIPS MAY HAVE HAPPENED DURING THIS REAL EVENT.
MOST OF THE FDRS DETECTED TWO GENERATOR TRIPS (ROOT-PATTERNS 3
& 6) AND TWO LINE TRIPS (ROOT-PATTERNS 8 & 12). THE GENERATOR TRIP
ROOT-PATTERN 3 WAS NOT DETECTED BY FDR 2 & 16 AND THE LINE TRIP
ROOT-PATTERN 12 WAS NOT DETECTED BY FDR 3

TABLE VI
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION ON REAL EVENT CASES

Fig. 9. Case 3 detection result using data from FDR 14, where two generator
trips are detected at 5.6 s and 7.0 s, and two line trips are detected at 7.4 s and
8.0 s, respectively. Bottom: Four detected events include two GTs and two LTs
from the third, sixth, eighth and twelfth root-pattern, respectively.

However, line trips in this case are not completely detected since
one line trip is missed. As for the processing time, since the
sampling cycle of the FDR sensors in FNET is 0.1 second, a
multiple-event case from one stable state to another stable state
lasted for 60 s will have 600 samples. Then, in our settings, the
dictionary derived from 18 root-patterns will have the number
of profile columns no more than
. The
NSEU algorithm only takes less than 1 second under Matlab
using an ordinary laptop with Intel i7 core 2.7G for processing
a recording by one FDR sensor, and we can expect much shorter
computational time if programmed in C.
D. Summary of Unmixing Performance
In the three experiments with real event cases, we have analyzed frequency signals from 46 FDRs in total. As shown in
Table VI, the proposed NSEU algorithm can detect constituent
events with 98.15% averaged accuracy for generator trips and

82.4% averaged accuracy for line trips without any false alarms
(FA). Due to the lack of ground truth, we cannot evaluate performance of recognition or temporal localization.
From the experimental results, it is easy to see the advantage of the proposed NSEU algorithm over existing event detection techniques. In Fig. 6, we observe that there is no immediately perceivable difference between frequency signal of a
multiple-event case and that of a single-event case, because the
nature of the mixing process will occlude or degrade most of the
features from different root patterns. Most of the existing techniques based on immediately detectable information can only
detect the starting time of the initial event involved in multiple
cascading events. In contrast, the NSEU algorithm is able to uncover the constituent root events with high detection accuracy,
except for the line trip detection rate in Case 3. The difficulty
for line trip detection can be analyzed from three aspects: First,
the root-patterns of line trip are learned based on simulation,
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which might not reflect the dynamics of line trips that occurred
in real world. Second, the frequency change of line trips is generally smaller than that of generator trips, probably causing the
unmixed coefficients on line trips to be smaller than that on generator trips. Therefore, line trips might not be detected if using
the same detection threshold for GTs and LSs. Third, the power
imbalance caused by some line trips is quite small that can be
easily adjusted by system’s self-resilience.
VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presented a novel interpretation of the systematics
of frequency signal formation of multiple events in a power grid.
Through analysis of the connection between frequency disturbance of multiple events and frequency fluctuation of single
event, we developed an effective and promising constrained
“event unmixing” algorithm, NSEU, based on a simple linear
mixture model for multiple cascading events detection, recognition, and temporal localization. The experimental results with
both simulated and real event cases demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. Benefited by the frequency data
recorded by FNET, this work provides a new and feasible way to
obtain high-resolution situational awareness of the power grid
system. The findings from this work would also benefit other
applications, particularly for example, microgrids remote monitoring, multiple events localization, and smart grid coordination.
In order to further improve the performance of the NSEU
algorithm and extend its potential for situational awareness,
we plan to conduct the following investigations in the future.
First, to make the algorithm more robust to oscillations, we will
consider adding the oscillation root-events in the overcomplete
source signature matrix, . Second, to improve performance of
line trip detection, we will design a “weighted” dictionary such
that the unmixed coefficients of different root events would be
at comparable scale. Third, as observed from Tables III and
IV, different FDRs would report different starting times for the
same event. This can be further utilized for event localization
purpose as described in [9], [11].
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